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Abstract: With the tremendous growth of opinions and reviews in web, the sentiment analysis role has become
more crucial than ever before. For analysing the sentiments, Feature selection plays an essential process
because it facilitates effective data dimensionality reduction  by  the  act  of  non-relevant  feature  exclusion.
As it is seen that the sentiments and their expressions are much ambiguous as well as imprecise in nature, this
work concentrates on the available opinions semantic and fuzzy aspect review. Opinions mostly are fuzzy in
nature and handling the semantic section of the sentiments has number of challenges which needs efficient
techniques for proper extraction and summarization. This work gives a review including the semantic and
hybridized  with  fuzzy  based  logic  technique  and  method  in  sentiment  analysing and issues in the area.
The proposed approach applies various populations of candidate solutions that cooperate and co-evolve with
one another based on the given  meta-heuristic  algorithm.  It  uses  Ecology-Inspired-Artificial  Bee  Colony
(EI-ABC) as the main meta-heuristic algorithm. Classification of sentiment analysis is done with two classifiers
namely, K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Classification and Regression Tree (CART). Result suggests that the
fuzzy classifier with EI-ABC algorithm can be an interesting alternative for numerical optimization.

Key words: Opinion Mining  Sentiment Analysis  Feature Selection  Fuzzy Logic (FL)  Ecology-Inspired
Optimization (ECO)  Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)  K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)  Classification
and Regression Tree (CART) 

INTRODUCTION The opinion can be on consumer products, books,

Sentiment analysis refers to the process of Natural greater influence in creating the opinion of other
Language Processing (NLP) kind for tracking public’s consumer. The producer monitors these kinds of opinions
mind set on a particular product/topic. Sentiment analysis or sentiments for finding out perception of their
which can also be called as opinion mining includes product/service. The great challenge here is that web
establishing a system to collect and examine opinions on monitoring is a tough task as it includes various sources
a product available as comment, blog post, tweet or that have high volume of data and this arises the
review. Uses of sentiment analysis are found in different requirement of a system that could automatically analyze
methods. For example, it can judge the reach of an ad the sentiments/opinions for understanding the perception
campaign/new product launched in market and determine of a product/service. Hence opinion mining is applied on
product’s version or service that is popular and identifies the huge data for determining whether the opinion is
demographic like/dislike on a particular feature [1]. positive or negative and also for summarizing [2].
Various challenges are faced while going for Sentiment Feature selection technique reduces the actual
analysis. First one is that an opinion word taken may seem feature set by eliminating non-relevant feature in the
like positive in one perception and negative in other view. sentiments and improves classification accuracy and
Next is the way that the people express their opinions. decreases the execution time of learning algorithm.
Conventional text processing perceives that only limited Feature selection contains of four steps viz., subset
difference is recognized among two text pieces that will generation, subset evaluation, stopping criterion and
not change the meaning to more than an extent. result validation. Subset generation refers to the definition

movies, political problems etc.; such opinions have
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of a searching process of evaluation of candidate feature selection problem is solved by using single objective
subset according to the particular searching technique. optimization techniques like Genetic Algorithm (GA).
Candidate subset is evaluated and compared with the best These methods optimize a single quality measure at one
of the previous subset according to the specific point of time; for e.g., recall, precision or F-measure. Also
evaluation criteria. The best found subset will replace the a single measure may not be able to capture the quality of
previous subset with same quality. These two processes a good classifier. Best classifier must optimize recall,
of subset generation and evaluation are repeated until a precision and F-measure values simultaneously instead of
particular terminating criterion is met. The chosen best any parameter high value alone. In this work, Artificial Bee
subset is again tested with previous experience or various Colony (ABC) and EI-ABC algorithm is proposed.
other tests by using synthetic or realistic data sets [3]. Recently the varieties of application of Fuzzy Logic

Most Commonly Used Feature Selection Techniques Are consumer products like camera, camcorder, washing
[4]: Document Frequency (DF): Counts the number of machine and microwave oven for controlling industrial
documents in the database that contains the particular processes, medical instrumentations, decision-support
feature. This method eliminates the features with less than systems and portfolio selections were built based on FL.
or greater than predefined document frequency threshold. FL was founded by Lotfi A.Zadeh (1965) as an extension
Information Gain (IG): Used as feature (term) goodness of the classical crisp set theory. Fuzzy is based on a
criteria in machine learning based classifications. It theory which relates objects in a set with a degree of
calculates information received (in bits) for class membership. An object may belong to different sets with
prediction of a random text document by checking the different degree of memberships [6].
existence or non-existence of features in the given text Basically FL is a problem-solving control system
document. methodology which provides a simple way to arrive at a

Gain Ratio (GR): Improves Information Gain as it gives a imprecise, noisy, or missing input information. FL's
normalized value of the contribution of features for an approach to control problems mimics how a person would
optimal information gain as per the decision of make decisions, only much faster. FL is well-known with
classification. Gain Ratio is used as an iterative procedure its if-then rule, or simply fuzzy rule. Although rule-based
where it selects smaller set of feature in incremental systems have a long history of use in Artificial
manner. CHI statistic: Estimates the association of word Intelligence (AI), what is missing in such systems is a
features and their associated classes or categories. CHI mechanism for dealing with fuzzy consequents and fuzzy
being a common statistical test denotes divergence from antecedents. In FL, this mechanism is provided by the
the distribution expectation as it is assumed that the calculus of fuzzy rules [7].
feature occurrences are purely independent of the class Opinion words are fuzzy in nature. For example,the
values. Relief-F Algorithm: Select feature instance at words “Nice”, “good” and “delicious” andthe boundaries
random, computes their nearest neighbour and optimizes among them are not clear. Hence,FL can easily represent
feature weighting vectors for awarding more significance these types ofsubjective words and assign to classes with
to features that differentiates the instances from somedegree of membership. This means that thesewords
neighbours of various classes. are already in fuzzification stage. Definingfuzzy sets for

Actual feature subsets are selected by feature such words needs to be based onsome expert opinions.
selection technique and are optimally judged by Since opinions are fuzzyin nature and meaning of opinion
evaluating criteria. With the expansion of domain words can beinterpreted differently, FL is aneffective
dimensionality, the numbers of N features also increase. technique to be considered here toproperly extract,
This makes the location of optimal feature subset difficult. analyze, categorize andsummarize opinions.
Feature selection associated issues are NP-hard [5]. A hybrid optimization will reduce compilation effort,
Machine learning feature selection is a universal using an efficient algorithm most of the time, but will use
optimization issue that minimizes feature count, removes a more effective, but expensive, optimization algorithm
non-relevant, noisy and redundant data and finally results seldomly, when it deems the additional benefit is worth
in recognized accuracy. This is a vital step that affects the the effort. A hybrid optimization approach for the design
performance of pattern recognition. Normally, feature of linkages method is applied to the dimensional

(FL) had improved drastically. Various applications of

definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous,
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synthesis of mechanism and combines the merits of both information and hotel information are integrated to form a
stochastic and deterministic optimization. The stochastic type-2 fuzzy merged ontology for the retrieving of feature
optimization approach is based on a real-valued polarity and individual hotel polarity.
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) and is used for extensive Wang et al., [12] proposed a fuzzy computing model
exploration of the design variable space when searching to identify the polarity of Chinese sentiment words. There
for the best linkage [8] (Sedano et al., 2012). In this work, are three major contributions in this work. Firstly, the
ABC algorithm hybridized with FL and fuzzy rule selection author propose a method to compute polarity intensity of
is proposed. sentiment morphemes and sentiment words. Secondly, the

This work proposes an improved fuzzy classifier with author construct a fuzzy sentiment classifier and propose
EI-ABC algorithm for the feature selection. The remainder two different methods to compute the parameter of the
of the work is structured thus: in Section 2, related works fuzzy classifier. Thirdly, the author conduct extensive
in literature are discussed. In Section 3, the materials and experiments on four sentiment words datasets and three
methods used in the presented work is explained. Section review datasets and the experimental results indicate that
4, discusses about the results, concluded in Section 5. the model performs better than the state-of-the-art

Related Works: Agarwal  &  Mittal  [9]  presented  the Nivetha et al., [13] presented an integrated Fuzzy
Bag of Words (BoW) method assumes the independence Inference System (FIS) with naïve bayes classification
of words and ignores the importance of semantic and that provided crisp outputs with greater accuracy. Fuzzy
subjective  information  in  the  text.  All  the  words  in the set theory is applied over the selected feature input and
text are considered equally important. The BoW maps to the classified output. The rules are formulated to
representation is commonly used for sentiment analysis, make suitable judgments on whether the uttered text is a
resulting into high dimensionality of the feature space. negative or non-negative class of emotion. The defined
Machine learning algorithms reduce this high-dimensional set of database helps to correlate and identify similar
feature space with the help of feature selection techniques texts. With this the opinions of the group of people can
which selects only important features by eliminating the be interpreted. The BoW are predicted with the help of
noisy and irrelevant features. Recently, machine learning- wordlist database. Experimental analysis is made for
based sentiment analysis models are gaining prominence comparing the existing hybrid machine learning approach
in the field. and the proposed algorithm. The results showed that the

Rahmath & Ahmad [10] proposed a multi-step proposed system has greater accuracy and improved
opinion mining system that involves pre-processing to recognition ratio.
clean the document, a rule-based system to extract Ali et al., [14] proposed a robust classification
features and a scoring mechanism to tag their polarity. technique for feature review’s identification and semantic
The proposed system can be used for binary as well as knowledge for opinion mining based on Support Vector
fine-grained sentiment classification of user reviews. The Machine (SVM) and Fuzzy Domain Ontology (FDO). The
proposed technique utilizes fuzzy functions to emulate the proposed system retrieves a collection of reviews about
effect of various linguistic hedges such as dilators, hotel and hotel features. The SVM identifies hotel feature
concentrator and negation on opinionated phrases that reviews and filter out irrelevant reviews (noises) and the
make the system more accurate in sentiment classification FDO is then used to compute the polarity term of each
and summarization of users’ reviews. Experimental feature. The amalgamation of FDO and SVM significantly
evaluation indicates the system can perform the sentiment increases the precision rate of review’s and opinion
analysis with an accuracy of 93.85 %. word’s extraction and accuracy of opinion mining. The

Ali et al., [11] proposed a new extraction and opinion experimental result shows considerable performance
mining system based on a type-2 fuzzy ontology. The improvement in feature review’s classification and opinion
system reformulates the user’s full-text query to extract mining.
the user requirement and convert it into the format of a Pietras [15] focused on semantic tagging of content
proper classical full-text search engine query. The in terms of sentimental meaning which may often lead to
proposed system retrieves targeted hotel reviews and ambiguities between theprimary sense of the word and its
extracts feature opinions from reviews using a fuzzy meaning in a particular expression. The author address
domain ontology. The fuzzy domain ontology, user this  issue,  a  specially  modified   Levenshtein   distance

methods.
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algorithm forsuffix-mitigation  was  used  to  measure Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm: The ABC
similarity of words. Sentence sentiment classification was
based on FL approach and a fuzzyclassifier. The
presented method was experimentally tested with the
sentimental analysis of selected sentences in the Polish
language. Limitations of the presented method and
possible improvements are discussed.

Cosma & Acampora [16] provided an overview of
recent fuzzy-based approaches to sentiment analysis of
customer reviews. The author also presents a framework
which can be utilised for sentiment analysis and review
rating prediction tasks. The framework includes methods
for preparing the dataset; extracting the best features for
prediction via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and a
GA; and constructing a classifier for performing the
review rating predictions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, Internet Movie Database (IMDb)
dataset, ABC and EI-ABC based feature selection
algorithm, Fuzzy classifier, KNN and CART classifier are
described. ABC optimization technique has improved the
output signal of the fuzzy controller. The velocity output
of the optimized controller produced better results than
the ordinary controller. Also, the optimization was
performed only upon the output parameter whereas the
optimization of the intermediate parameters was not
needed. This makes the optimization process faster and
suitable for online processes.

Internet  Movie  Database  Dataset:  IMDb was proposed
to work with movie reviews due to the availability of a
large number of reviews available online. It provide
collections of movie-review documents labeled with
respect to their overall sentiment polarity (positive or
negative). The movie reviews tobe the most difficult of
several  domains  for  sentiment  classification  and state
“It appears that movie reviews aredifficult to classify,
because the whole is not necessarily the sum of the parts;
thus  the  accuracy  on  movie reviews  is  about  66%”.
This work use 400 positive and 400 negative opinions
from the polarity dataset version 2. The IMDb archive of
therec.arts.movies.reviews newsgroup [17]. Reviews were
selected only where the author rating was expressed
eitherwith stars or some numerical value. Ratings were
automatically extracted and converted into one of
threecategories:   positive,   negative,   or  neutral.
However in this work it focus only on the positive and
negativereviews.

algorithm is population-based inspired by bees foraging
for food. The algorithm is divided into two groups
comprising worker and non- worker bees. Non-worker
bees include onlooker bees and scout bees. In the
algorithm, all worker bees are sent to half the food source.
After calculation of food amount at a source, a local
search is implemented around food by onlooker bees. If
another source with additional nutrition is explored, it is
updated as a new food source [18]. If a better food source
is not found by onlooker or scout bees following a certain
cycle, onlooker bees are oriented to a random food
source. With each cycle, bees in the population are sorted
according to food sources they locate and best bees are
transferred to next cycle. When stopping criterion is
ensured, the algorithm ends. The initial points for the
algorithm and food sources that worker bees will fly to,
are determined by equation (1),

(1)

Where,
u  and u  show the minimum and maximum of theminj maxj

variable u .j
Each search cycle has three steps after initialization:

moving employed bees to food sources and calculating
nectar amounts; placing onlookers onto food sources and
calculating nectar amounts; determining scout bees and
directing them to possible food sources [19]. A food
source represents a possible solution to the problem
being optimized. The amount of nectar in a food source
corresponds to solution quality represented by that food
source.

Each employed bee is moved to food source area to
determine a new food source in the neighbourhood of the
current one and its nectar amount evaluated. If nectar
amount of new source is higher, then the bee forgets the
first source and memorizes the new one. Onlookers are
placed on food sources by using probability based
selection process. As nectar amount in food source
increases, probability value with which it is preferred by
onlooker’s increases similar to natural selection process
in evolutionary algorithms.

EI-ABC Algorithm: The Ecology-Inspired Optimization
(ECO) algorithm, represents a new perspective to develop
cooperative  search algorithms. The ECO is composed by
populations of individuals (candidate solutions for a
problem   being   solved)   and   each   population  evolves
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according to a search strategy. In this way, the and the rule base for producing the output. Thus,
individuals of each population are modified according to establishing the fuzzy rule base and defining the limits of
the mechanisms of intensification and diversification and the best MFs of input/output variables become important
the initial parameters, specific to the search strategy being [21].
employed. The eco-inspired system can behave in two Although FL control encodes expert knowledge in a
ways: homogeneous or heterogeneous. A homogeneous
behavior implies that all populations evolve in accordance
with the same optimization strategy, configured with the
same parameters. Any change in the strategies or
parameters in at least one population characterizes a
heterogeneous behavior [20]. 

In addition to the mechanisms of intensification and
diversification specific to each search strategy, when
considering the ecological context of the proposed
algorithm, the intra-habitats relationships are responsible
for intensifying the search and the inter-habitats
relationships are responsible for diversifying the search.
Inside the ecological metaphor, the ecological
successions represent the transformational process of the
system. In this process, populational groups are formed
(habitats), relations between populations are established
and the system stabilizes through the self-organization of
its components.

Proposed EI-ABC Algorithm Optimized with Fuzzy
Classifier: ABC algorithm is easy to implement. Broad
applicability, even in complex functions, or with
continuous, discrete or mixed variables. High flexibility,
which allows adjustments and the introduction of specific
knowledge of the problem by observing nature. It does
not require that objective function be differentiable,
continuous or mathematically represent able. Robust
against initialization, regardless of feasibility and
distribution of the initial solutions population. The
structure of the algorithm is favourable for parallel
processing, thus saving time. Population of solutions
(implicit parallelism). Possibility of creating regions of
Pareto.  Ability  to  explore local solutions. Global
optimizer,  with  effective  search  process  even  under
high complexity and with low risk of premature
convergence.

FL is conceived as a better method for sorting and
handling data, also it has proven to be an excellent choice
for many control system applications due to mimicking
human logic. It uses an imprecise but very descriptive
language to deal with input data more like a human
operator. The key component of a fuzzy system is the
Membership Function (MF)  for  defining  the  fuzzy  sets

direct and easy way using rules with linguistic labels,
there are some drawbacks to design approach: (i) relying
on a priori knowledge of the human expert, depending on
the quality of expertise and consuming much time to
design the MFs; (ii) leading to poor controller
performance and possibly to instability on account of
wrong fuzzy rules or MFs. Besides mentioned issues,
determination of the most appropriate MFs and its
boundaries consisting of the rule base make significant
impacts on the final performance of the controller. In order
to get the best performance from Fuzzy Logic System
(FLS), the MFs must be optimally determined.

The FLS Method Has Four Steps: fuzzification, MF
designing, fuzzy rules designing and defuzzification. In
fuzzification inputs, at first the inputs should become as
fuzzy data; in this method the author have four inputs
following as: adjective, verb, adverbs and noun which are
known as opinion words [22].

Secondly, MF is defined for finding membership
value for each of the inputs. In general, there are three
types of MF, namely triangular, trapezoidal and
generalized bell-shape. Rank of MF is decelerated by
human experts; the linguistic variable used to represent
them was divided into three levels: low, moderate and
high.

Fuzzy rules design step define some IF_THEN rules
which can support all of the possibilities. The general
form of fuzzy rule can be expressed as (2):

(2)

Fuzzy rule designing in current research is divided
into two discrete parts: general rules designing and rules
reduction. General rules are created based on the
permutation in fuzzy set. Rules reduction is done to
eliminate some non-logical rules for some combination
which has never happened.

To compute final output, defuzzification function
should be used to convert them into the crisp value and
find the final sentiment orientation. In Mamdani’s
defuzzifier, the best known defuzzification operator in the
center of gravity defuzzification method, which computes
the center of gravity of the area under the MF in (3):
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(3)

Where y * is the crisp (non-fuzzy) value; µ(y) is the MF
of the corresponding value y in the previous result. Where  n  is  the  number  of the robots in the

Applying optimization techniques are required to environment,  I  and  j  are  robot  indices  between  1  and
determine the parameters that define the MFs. An Interval n.  tc   is the  time-to-collision  between  robot  i  and
Type-2 Fuzzy Logic System (IT2 FLS) [23], which is a FIS robot j which can be computed through geometrical
that uses atleast one interval Type-2 fuzzy set, contains manner.  The  second  term  of   the   fitness  function
five components: fuzzifier, rule base, inference system, refers to the closeness of velocity vector to the target
type-reducer and defuzzifier. direction. The resultant fitness of the robot i is the sum of

The outputs of the IT2 FLS inference system are all of its mutual fitness values with other robots
Type-2 fuzzysets. These sets must be type-reduced independently.
before the defuzzifiercan be used to generate a crisp
output. This is the main structural difference between K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): KNN is a simple machine
Type-1 and Type-2 FLS’s. The most commonly used learning algorithm. In this algorithm, the objects are
Type-Reduction method is the Center ofSets (COS) type- classified based on the majority of its neighbor. The class
reducer. The output of the Type-reduction stage is an assigned to the object is most common among its k
interval Type-1 set Y= [y ,y ] corresponding  to  the nearest neighbors. The KNN classification algorithml r

centroid of the interval Type-2 consequent set. This classifies the instances or objects based on their
method could be computed by using the slow Karnik- similarities to instances in the training data. In KNN,
Mendel algorithm (KMA) or by using the fast Enhanced selection is based on majority voting or distance weighted
Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condition (EIASC). This voting [25]. The similarity score of each nearest neighbor
algorithm saves time more than KMA in about 70% document to the test document is used as the weight of
especially when the number of MF’s is less than 100. the classes of the neighbor document. The weighted sum

Once  y     and    y    are   obtained,   they  can   be in kNN classification can be written as follows:l r

used to calculate the crisp output. Since the Type-
reduced set is an interval Type-1set, the defuzzified
output is (4):

Where KNN (d) is the set of k nearest neighbors of
(4) document d. if dj belongs to sentiment s, d(dj,s) equal to

The  ABC  optimization  algorithm  [24]  will be used that has the highest score.
in this article to optimize IT2 FLS controller which is used
for control the navigation of Multiple Mobile Robot Classification    and     Regression     Trees    (CART):
Systems (MMRS). In this situation, the defuzzification The  CART  decision  tree  is a binary recursive
stage is replaced by the optimization algorithm (i.e. ABC partitioning procedure used to processing continuous
algorithm). and nominal attributes both as target and predictor [26].

The reason behind replacing defuzzification stage by Data is handled in raw form with no binning being
the optimization algorithm is that the output of the Type- required. Trees are grown to maximum size without a
Reduction process is a Type-1 reduced output set. This stopping rule and then pruned(usually split by split) to
output set is an interval-type output and any output value the root through cost-complexity pruning. The next split
located in that interval set can be chosen as a crisp which is pruned contributes least to overall tree
output. The rule of the optimization algorithm is essential performance on training data (more than one split may be
here to help in choosing the optimum output value based removed at a time). This method produces trees which are
on an objective function. The objective function used in invariant under predictor attributes order preserving
this work is as(5): transformation.

(5)

ij

1, or otherwise 0. Document d belongs to the sentiment s
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS classifier with EI ABC rule selection methods are

In this section, the MI feature selection- FL classifier, predictive value for positive and negative sentiment,
MI feature selection- FL classifier with EI ABC rule sensitivity for positive and negative sentiment and f
selection,  EI  ABC  feature   selection   and  fuzzy measure for defect and no defect as shown in table 1 and
classifier   and    EI   ABC   feature   selection   and   fuzzy figure 1-4.

evaluated.  The classification accuracy, positive

Table 1: Summary of Results

MI feature selection- EI ABC Feature Selection

MI feature selection- Fuzzy Logic Classifier EI ABC Feature Selection and Fuzzy classifier with 

Fuzzy Logic Classifier with EI ABC rule selection and Fuzzy classifier EI ABC Rule Selection

Classification Accuracy 0.8713 0.9 0.9499 0.9725

Positive Predictive Value for Positive sentiment 0.9046 0.9167 0.9454 0.9701

Positive Predictive Value for Negative sentiment 0.843 0.8846 0.9545 0.9749

Sensitivity for Positive sentiment 0.83 0.88 0.9549 0.975

Sensitivity for Negative sentiment 0.9125 0.92 0.945 0.97

F measure for defect 0.8764 0.902 0.9497 0.9724

F measure for no defect 0.8657 0.898 0.9501 0.9725

Fig. 1: Classification Accuracy

Fig. 2: Positive Predictive Value
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Fig. 3: Sensitivity

Fig. 4: F Measure

From the figure 1, it can be observed that the EI ABC FL classifier with EI ABC rule selection and by 2.34% for
feature selection and fuzzy classifier with EI ABC rule EI ABC feature selection and fuzzy classifier.
selection has higher classification accuracy by 10.97% for From the figure 4, it can be observed that the EI ABC
MI feature selection- FL classifier, by 7.74% for MI feature feature selection and fuzzy classifier with EI ABC rule
selection- FL classifier with EI ABC rule selection and by selection has higher f measure by 11% for MI feature
2.35% for EI ABC feature selection and fuzzy classifier. selection- FL classifier, by 7.73% for MI feature selection-

From the figure 2, it can be observed that the EI ABC FL classifier with EI ABC rule selection and by 2.34% for
feature selection and fuzzy classifier with EI ABC rule EI ABC feature selection and fuzzy classifier.
selection has higher average positive predictive value by
10.69% for MI feature selection- FL classifier, by 7.67% for CONCLUSION
MI feature selection- FL classifier with EI ABC rule
selection and by 2.34% for EI ABC feature selection and Opinion mining is a vast research area which is
fuzzy classifier. developing quite fast. Till today the field of opinion

From the figure 3, it can be observed that the EI ABC mining is not well developed to provide user with a
feature selection and fuzzy classifier with EI ABC rule powerful opinion and sentiment mining systems.
selection has higher sensitivity by 10.98% for MI feature Resolving semantic problems of opinion mining using
selection- FL classifier, by 7.74% for MI feature selection- fuzzy approach will drastically enhance and improve the
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extraction, summarization and presentation of opinions 9. Agarwal, B. and N. Mittal, 2016. Machine Learning
with their weight-ages and strengths. FL is a powerful tool
and it is built to resolve those problems that have fuzzy
input parameters to arrive to most closest real and crisp
figures. Opinion mining is among those domains of
problems that can be effectively resolved using FL. In this
work, a new way of optimizing fuzzy logic is introduced.
EIABC optimization algorithm  is  used  to  optimize the
IT2 FLS controller to manage the navigation of multiple
mobile robots in indoor environments. Results show that
the EI ABC feature selection and fuzzy classifier with EI
ABC rule selection has higher classification accuracy by
10.97% for MI feature selection- FL classifier, by 7.74% for
MI feature selection- FL classifier with EI ABC rule
selection and by 2.35% for EI ABC feature selection and
fuzzy classifier.
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